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ABSTRACT
Q
' _ Film thickness measurements associated wi_h a debris dent have been made
r,,j
I
;_ with interferometry under static and dynamic conditions. The presence of a
debris dent alters the shape of the inlet region so that the local film thickness
at the leading edge of the dent can become substantially lower than the trailing
edge. The pressure modifications associated with these local EHD effects are
in line with the frequent occurrence of surface initiated fatigue spalls originating
at the trailing edge of debris dents. The effectiveness of the EHD mechanism
in reducing the stress concentrations at the shoulders of the dent is related to
inlet dimensions and dent size.
INTRODUCTIO N
Fatigue spalls of bearing surfaces originate from local regions of plastic
strain. These regions may be associated with subsurface nonmetallic inclu-
sions or surface defects such as dents, pits, furrows, nicks, and scratches
(1-9). Other surface defects in the form of microcracks and micropits appear
to be the result of asperity interaction which can produce local surface distress
(glazing or peeling) (5, 10-12). The fatigue life of rolling element surfaces is
assumed to be determined by a competition between the various modes of crack
_ " initiation and propagation (4, 11).
_ Improved steels made by vacuum melting processes have fewer and ,
i' smaller nonmetallic inclusions. This has contributed substantially to the ira-
4
1! provement in f_tigue life because of fewer subsurface inclusion inittatcd fatigue
spaUs. Consequently, the occurrance of surface initiated fatigue associated witht
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2local defects (dents, furrows, etc.) has become more frequent (2). This has
precipitated a greater interest and concern for the effects of lubricant contami-
nation and the development of debris dents (13, 14).
Under dry contact conditions it is easy to understand how the stress concen-
. trations associated with surface defects can cause surface initiated fatigue
spalls. The influence of EHD effects is not entirely clear. The purpose of
,
this paper is to show how local EHD effects can influence the film thickness
! (and, therefore, pressure and stress) associated with a debris dent.
: NOMENCLATURE
a Hertzian radius of contact
hb inlet gap thickness where pressure is assumed to commence
01b -= 9h0)
h0 central film thickness
' _, R reduced radius of contact, 1/R = 1/R 1 + 1/R 2
R1, R2 radius of contacting bodies
Sf inlet distance defined in eq. (2)
k ratio of film thickness of surface roughness (_ = h0/a )
24. o-
: a combined surface roughness, a = 1
al, a2 surface roughness of individual bearing surfaces
characteristic inlet angle defined in eq. (3)
• EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
Film thicknesses were made using optical interferometry. The optical
elastohydrodynamic apparatus is shown in figure 1 and described in detail
elsewhere (15, 16). The basic components of the apparatus consist of a ball
which rides against a transparent disk.
h
f
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3The EHD film thickness between these surfaces was measured by optical
interferometry. Fringes of very good visibility were obtained by using a
17-percent-reflecting layer of chromium on the bearing surface of the trans-
parent disk. Interference measurements were made with wavelengths of two
colors (red and green). These were obtained by using a special filter and a
xenon flash lamp as a light source. The details of this system and its calibra-
i
tion are described more fully in (17, 18). All measurements were carried out
at room temperature (23° C).
TEST MATERIALS
The test bearing specimens are shown in figure 2. The ball is 0. 02063
meters in diameter and made of AISI 52100 steel. Its nominal surface
roughness is better than 0.018 _m rms (0.7 pin.) and its hardness is approxi-
mately 60 Rc. Other mechanical properties are shown in table I. The
transparent disk is 0. 102 meter in diameter and made of sapphire. It's l
mechanical properties are given in table I.
The test ball was supported by three bearings located in a lubricant re-
servoir shown in figure 2. The rotation of the support bearings continuously
supplies lubricant to the test ball.
Most of the tests were performed with a synthetic paraffinic oil that was
designated by the manufacturer as XRM109F3. Other tests were performed
with a high viscosity traction fluid designated by the manufacturer as MCS1218.
_ The properties of the test fluids are given in table II.
_ DESCRIPTION OF SURFACE DEFECT
: The surface defect that was studied under static and dynamic conditions is
_ shown in the photomicrograph of figure 3. It can be classified as a debris
_ dent. It is believed to have been formed during previous testing (16). Several i
such dents, mostly of smaller size (depth and width) were observed on the ball )
track. No apparent damage was observed on the mating sapphire disk which '_
is a much harder material.
, R=PRODUCIBILITY OF THE
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A stylus trace across the dent center Jq shown in figure 4. The stylus was
rotated about an axis concentric with the ball center so that the ball curvature
_: could be eliminated. The dent is very shallow, being approximately 80 _m wide
and 0.8 _m deep. One side of the dent is more sharply sloped than the other.
} The maximum slope is less than 3°. A very slight built-up edge appears at the '
: shoulder of the more steeply sloped side of the dent.
The size of this defect is slightly larger than those discussed by Tallian
" :- (13 14) b,t its depth and width is very similar to that of a typical grinding i
furrow reported by Chiu and Liu (19) and Chiu et al. (3). In addition, the -
width of the dent is very similar to that shown by Parker and Zaretsky (8) to
have caused a surface initiated fatigue spall. It is of interest to note that the
width of the dent (80 gm) is on the order of ten times the mean asperity spacing
obtained from a typical profile trace across a bearing ring surface (7). ._
_- STATIC EXPERIMENTS _
i" Figures 5 and 6 show the dent under dry contact conditions for two loads.
)_ The maximum Hertzian pressures, assuming smooth surfaces, are respectively
0.34x109 N/m 2 (50 000 psi) and 1.2x109 N/m 2 (175 000 psi). The actual maxi-
mum pressure which will be located at the dent shoulders will be much greater
_' than this 119).
_i Using the interference fringes which form within the dent it is possible to
_ plot the dent shape under various conditions. The dent shapes which will be '
shown have been measured along a line which is perpendicular to the axis of
rotation of the ball and which passes through the deepest portion of the dent. :
The cross-sectional shape of the dent for the two loads of figures 5 and 6
are plotted in figure 7. Because the dent is very much wider than it is deep
?
the vertical scale has been expanded. The high load is seen to deform the 2 _
dent so that the maximum surface separation is 30 percent smaller than the i
depth of the undeformed dent. In addition, the deformation at the dent shoulder, :_ _
under the higher load, causes the surfaces to meet at a much sharper angle. _
_{ 1
?
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Figure 8 shows a photomicrograph of the dent in the presence of the syn- ,,
thetic paraffinic lubricant. More fringes are formed within thedent because
the fluid has a higher refractive index than air. The load (37.8 N) is the same
as in figure 6. A comparison of the cross-sectional profiles between the dry
and lubricated case are shown in figure 9. The pressure, and therefore, the
refractive index within the dent under lubricated conditions are not known.
The solid curve corresponds to a refractive index at atmospheric pmssure
and the dashed curve corresponds to a refractive index at a pressure equal to
the maximum Hertzian pressure for smooth surfaces. -
Comparing the dry and lubricated dent cross-sections in static contact
it is apparent that with no lubricant preseht the deformation around the dent
is greater than is realized in the presence of a lubricant. The lubricant
appears to become entraped and compressed within the dent and thereby re- 4
duces the deformation.
t
DYNAMIC EXPERIMENTS
Observations were made of the debris dent as it passed through the con-
lunction region. This was accomplished by taking high-speed single flash
photomicrographs. The xenon flash lamp was synchronized with the ball rota-
tion and could be modified in such a way as to allow the dent to be photographed
in various positions within the conjunction region.
i
Figure 10(a), (b). and (c) show photomicrographs of the dent in three dif- _
_c
ferent positions. The central film thickness (h0) is approximately 0.14 pm
: which is on the order of six times smaller than the depth of the dent. The
maximum Hertzian pressure, assuming smooth surfaces, is 1.2x109 N/m 2
L
(175 000 psi) and the surfaces are in pure rolling (u = 0. 0134 m/s). The cross- _ ,
,_ sectional shapes of the dent at the various positions are shown in figure ll(a), _
i i(b), and (c). , "When the dent is in the inlet region as shown in figure ll(a) it completely zg
alterstheconverginggeometry associatedwith theinlet.The dashed linein
t
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_. figure 11(a) gives the smooth surface geometry which is characterized by a con-
_ Unuou_ly decreasing slope as the Hertzian region is approached. The presence
of the dent locally increases the slope at the leading edge of the dent while at
• !+ the trailing edge the slope has changed to the opposite direction. These local
I
+ modifications of the shape of the inlet region must surely affect the hydrody-
namic pressure generation in the inlet region. The greater slope at the leading
edge of the dent should be less favorable for pressure generation than the ,
trailing edge where the slope is in the opposite direction. Evidence of this
! canbe _een by thelocalreductioninfilmthicknessat theleadingedge of the
! dent. This local reduction in film thickness continues to appear as the dent
[ passes through the Hertzian region as shown in figure ll(b) and (c). The entire
film thickness associated with the dent appears to be "frozen in" as it passes +i
through the Hertzian region.
Further evidence of the local film thickness reduction at the leading edge
ofthedentis shown infigure12. Here the rollingdirectionhas been reversed
so that the dent passes through the conjunction in the opposite direction. The
blackfringecorrespondingto thefilmthicknessreductioninfigureII is now
seen on theoppositesideof thedentinfigure12. The cross-sectionalpro-
filethroughthecenterof thedentis shown infigure13. The reductioninfilm
thicknessattheleadingedge ofthedentappears tobe more pronouncedinfig-
ure 11 thaninfigure13 where thedirectionhas been reversed. This may be
accounted forby thefactthatone sideof thedentismore sharplycurved than
theotherand has a slightbuild-upof materialalongitsedge. This may also
be the reasonfortheslightreductioninfilmthicknessobserved atthe trailing
edge of thedentseen infigure12 and figure13.
Figure 14(a),(b),and (c)shows thedentunderhigher speed conditions
(u= 0.0432 m/s) where the centralfilm thicknessislarger(h0 = 0.30pro).
The correspondingcross-sectionalfilmthicknessesare shown in figure15(a),
I_. _: 7
r
: _ (b) and (c). The same general features again appear. That is, a film thick- i
" ,
ness reduction is observed at the leading edge as sho_v_ in figure 14(a) and (b)
and figure 15(a) and (b). When the rolling direction is reversed, as shown in
figures 14(c) and 15(c) a reduction in film thickness at the leadin_ cdge is
againobservedbut is lesspronounceddue to the rea._m_statedabove.
. Figure 16 shows thedentunder conditionswhere thecentralfilmthick-
ness (h0)is 0.78pm which isapproximatelyequaltothedepthof thedent. A
high viscositytractionfluid,describedintableII,was used inthiscase so
thatthedent couldbe photographedunder speed conditionswhich were com-
patiblewiththe,Slashdurationof thelightsource.
While a film thicknessreductionisagainobservedat theleadingedge of
thedentitdoes notappear tobe as greatin magnitudeas thefilm thickness
reductionmeasured under thesmaller filmthicknessconditionsoffigureii.
COMPARISON OF STATIC AND DYNAMIC RESULTS
' There is very strongevidencethatsurfaceinitiatedfatigueis associated
stressconcentrationsat theshouldersofdents,scratches,and furrows
(I,2 !9). The contactproblem ofan idealizedsurfacefurrow under dry con-;,
tactconditionshas been studiedby Chiu and Liu (19). Their analysisreveals
}
thata risein contactpressureoccurs at thefurrow shouldersand thathigh :
shear stresses relatively close to the surface occur below the shoulders. The 4
pressure rise is shown to be a function of the maximum Hertzian pressure, the
combined elasticmodulus and thedimensionsof thefurrow. An important
furrow dimensionis the radiusoftheshoulder. Ifitisassumed thattheplane
strain analysis of (19) can be applied to the dent considered here, the pressure ! ,
rise at the dent shoulder for dry contact conditions would be on the order of two I
1or three times the Hertzian contact pressure.
From the standpointof fatiguean importantconsiderationis theinfluence I
i
of EHD phenomena on thepressure and stressenvironmentat thedent shoulder.
!
r
j ............................ _
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While pressure and stress calculations have not been made it is possible to de-
duce the modifying trends caused by local EItD effects. This can be accom-
plished by comparing the dynamic film thickness measurements of the dent with
o the static dry contact dent profile and the undeformed dent profile (stylus trace). :
The static measurements of the heavily loaded dry contact shown in fig- I
ure 7 can, for comparison purposes, be considered as a severe stress condi-
tion. The heavily loaded condition corresponds to the same load used in the dy-
namic experiments where the maximum Hertzian pressure, assuming smooth
surfaces, is 1.2x109 N/m 2 (175 000 psi). '
"l_e interference fringes measure the separation between the surfaces and
not the absolute deformation. The gap between the surfaces within the dent is a
result of the deformation of both the steel ball and the sapphire disk. Since the
steel ball has an elastic modulus approximately one half that of sapphire it will
elastically deform to a greater degree than the sapphire.
If there were no EHD effect on the pressure distribution around the dent
under lubricated conditions we would expect the dent shape to look like that of
the heavily loaded profile of figure 7 with an additional, feature o r the presence
¢
of a uniform film thickness (h0) separating the surfaces. The pressure distri-
bution around the dent would be identi.'yal to that of the dry contact case. That is,
the pressure within the cavity created by the dent will be zero andthere will be a
pressure rise of two or three times the Hertzian pressure around the shoulder
of the dent.
This heavily loaded dry contact profile is compared with the lubricated pro-
file in figure 17 where the central film thickness is 0.14 pro. The two profiles
ha_'e been superimposed so that the deepest point of the dent on each profile coin-
cides. Comparison of the two profiles shows that the dent is not as severely de-
4
formed under lubricated conditions as it is under d_-y contact conditions. In addi-
tion, there is less deformation at the leading edge of the den'. than the trailing
edge.
I/,:X-'RODUCIBII,I'Fk' OF "i'll[:
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9In figure 18 the undeformed dent profileobtained from the stylustrace is j
compared with dent profileunder the dynamic conditionsof figure17, In con-
trastwith the dry contact profile,the undeformed profilecan be thought of as
representing the dent shape where the influenceof EHD has created a pressure
J
environment around the dent which allows the dent to pass through the Hertzian
region in an" undeformed" state_i.e., the pressure around the dent is every-
where equal to the Hertzian pressure for smooth surfaces. Comparing the pro-
filesof figure18 shows thatunder dynamic conditionswhere the film thickness
is0.14 pm the localdeformation around the dent issignificantlygreater than
itsundeformed condition.
Figures 19 and 20 compare respectivelythe dry contactand undeformed
dent profileswith the dent profileunder much larger film thickness conditions
(h0 = 0.78 pro). Under these larger film thickness conditionsthe deformation
around the dent is far less than the dry contact case shown in figure 19 and
approaches very closely the undeformed profile as shown in figure 20.
DIS CUSSION
The experimental observations and measurements provide a reasonably
clear understanding of the EHD phenomena associated w".th the presence of a
surface defect such as the debris dent considered here. Under pure roiling
conditions the local EHD film thickness in and around the dent are developed
during its passage through the inlet region. The dominating influence that the
inlet region has on film thickness is well established (17, 20). The additional
feature illustrated here is that EHD effects are verv local in nature. The
local film thickness that is associated with a given element in the ltertzian
: region is the result of the integrated hydrodynamic pressure that element has
¢ncountered while _,assing through the inlet region. If a surface defect sub- ;
_' stantially modifies the shape of the inlet region as shown in figure ll(a) it will
also modtfy the local hydrodynamic pressure generation and local film thick-
i
/.
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ness within that region. Because the surface modification at the leading edge
of the dent is less favorable for pressure generation than the trailing edge the /
local film thickness is observed to be slightly lower at the leading edge than it
is at the trailing edge.
Because of the importance of the inlet region it is instructive to compare ,
the characteristic inlet dimensions with the dimensions of the debris dent. The
inlet region can be defined as the region upstream of the Hertzian region where
significant hydrodynamic film forming pressure is generated. The inlet region
has a finite size which varies with the thickness of the central film thickness
(h0). h. the work on starvation (17) two inlet dimensions (Sf and hb) as
shown in figure 21 were used to describe the boundaries of the inlet region.
The dimension of hb can be thought of as the thickness of the inlet region gap
where significant hydrodynamic pressure commences, and the dimension of Sf
can be thought of as the distance over which the inlet pressure is generated,
As shown in (17) these inlet dimensions are related to h0 in the following way
hb _ 9h0 (1)
(Rh0)2/3
Sf = 3.52 (2)
al/3
Values of hb and Sf for the three central film thicknesses used in the exper-
iments are shown in table III. For the film thickness range considered here Sf
is between one and two orders of magnitude larger than hb indicating that the
convergent inlet region is a great deal longer than it is thick. This feature is
characteristic of many debris dents. The one considered here is much longer
(80pro) than it is deep (0.8 _m).
t
if a characteristic inle* ,.'onvergence angle (p is defined as illustrated in
figure 21 it can be shown that
_p/°
1977003598-011
f_
4 II I II I I . I I "
e*
It
1/3
(aho)
= arc tan 2.27 (3)
R2/3
Values of the inlet angle _ for the three experimental film thicknesses, as
shown in table iII, are very small, on the order of one degree. Tnis is smaller
than the average asperity slope of many bearing surfaces. It is also smalle_
" than the maximum slope within the debris dent (2.70). The data in table III
shows that the physical size of the inlet region, measured in terms of hb, Sf,
and ¢p. increases with the central film thickness (h0). ks the inlet region be-
comes larger the film forming hydt_0dyrmmic pressure generation associated
with this region becomes less affected by local surface defects. This is why
the dent profile under the larger film thickness condition of figure 20 ap-
proaches that of the undeformed profile measured by the stylus trace.
The EHD phenomenon in the inlet region presents the dent to the Ilertzian
region with a fixed film thickness distribution that does not change while pass-
ing through the ttertzian region. There is no "leakage" (,f the fluid and loss of
film thickness as is frequently stated. The reduction of fihn thickness is a
res_;lt of the loss of local EHD pressure generation while passing through the
inlet region.
When tim dent reaches the llertzian region it is subjected to a very high
pressure environment. While the film thickness around the dent remains
relatively fixed during its passage through the tlertzian region the absolute
pressure may vary considerably.
When the central film thickness is very small, approaching that of the
dry contact ease of figure ti, the local pressure around the dent shoulders may
be substantially above that of the llertzian pressure for smooth _ lrfaees while
the pressure within the dent cavity may be s abstantiatly below the llertzian
pressure for s,_.ooth surfaces. The pressure peak at the dent shoulders will
create a local stress concentration slightly below the surface which may
1977003598-012
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eventually lead to "surtace initiated" spalling fatigue (19).
When the central film thickness is relatively large as shown in figJre 16
there is considerably less local elastic deformation around the dent ,,,zlouldex's
as shown in figure 19. That is, the dentappzx)aches the ,,ndcformcd shape.
This implies that the pressure around the dent will approach that of the (.asc
for smooth surfaces and that local stress (onccntmtion at the dent shoulders
will be substantially reduced from the dry contact case.
An _,ntermediate central film thicknes'_" as shown in ligl_ r¢, 11 result_ in a
condition wher_ tae EII D film thickness modifications are slightly diffccent for
the leadi._g and trailing edges of the d_mt. The local reduction in film thi('k-
ness at the leading edge must be acucmpanied bY a reduction in pressure and
stress concentration. The trailing edge, however, does not re(.civc the ,_;amc
benefit. I1mse film thickness measurements may I)c ,t (.ontributing Lactox in
connection with the frequent observations of surfa(,e initiatcd |atigue spalls
originating at the trailing edge of debris dents (1. 2). Figure 22(a) and (l)j
shows typical fatigue spalls which have origimlted at thc tl:Lilin" e(lgcs O1"
debris dents. These fatigue spails are from the inner races of 207-size (1_,_,l)
groove ball bearing tests reported b,,' l'afl_er (9). l.'igure 22(t)) an(I ((') show
debris dents f_oln the same beax'i_g test progx-lm. Microu,_t.ks ('an (.learlv .),
seen at the traili,ag edge of the dents. An additiorgd feature shown in figure '2'2_d)
is the surface glazing at the leadip_ / edge and sides of the dent. Such glazing.
which _oes not appear at the trailing edge, must correspond to the lower film
thickness which occurs at the leading edge and sides of the dent as shown in
figure 10. This type of glazing or peeling is velS' frc_quently observed at the
edges of dents, furrows, and scratches. ][ the h ratio (h0/a) is small the
glazing would be expected to appear on all ';ides ,)f the ,.'ndenti.-d _efect. A lar-
ger k ratio is expected to show surface glazing only at t;::, luading _.'dge like
tlmt of figure 22(d). This type of information n_a), be htipful dunng post-test
evaluations.
3
I
t
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The present study has concentrated on pure rolling conditions. If sliding
as well as roiling is present additional EHD effects appear. Figure 23 and
figure 24 show the film thickness distribution around the dent under conditions
where the ball surface, which contains the dent. is moving faster than the
sapphire disk. Local film thickness modifications occur at the converging
and diverging sides of the dent as a result of tbe EHD effects asseciated with
the relative surface velocity wl-.ile passing through the Hertzian region. When
the dent profile is compared with the undeformed profile as shown in figure 24
there appears to be a substantial increase in film thickness on the traihng
side of the dent. This local increase in deformation due to sliding is in line
with the results reported by Jackson (21) and Cheng (22). The presence of
sliding may increase the stress concentration at the trailing edge. The leading
edge, according to Chiu (3) may benefit from a reduction in local pressure
under sliding conditions. These EHD effects associated with sliding will be
located on the opposite sides of the dent for the case where the indented ball
, surface is moving slower than the sapphire disk. The implication that the
presence of sliding creates additional pressure and stress concentration is in
line with the detrimental effect sliding has on surface initiated fatigue (1) and
the existence of pressure rippling (23).
CONCLUSIONS
The film thickness measurements associated with a debris dent under the ..
static and dynamic conditions considered here lead to the following conclusions:
(1) Comparison of the dry and lubricated dent profiles in static contact
shows that the elastic deformation associated with the dent is reduced by the
I
lubricant trapped within the dent cavity.
(2) Under dynamic conditions the amount of elastic deformation associated
i with the dent varies with the central film thickness. As the central film thick-
ness increases the dent approaches its undeformed shape.
)
_, RF,PRODUCIBILITY OF ,'III
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(3) A reduction in film thickness can occur at thc leading cdgc and sides /
of the dent. This can be explained by the local EHD pressure modifications
the dent has created during its passage through the inlet region. _
(4) For pure rolling, the EHD effects associated with a debris dent is
determined by the degree of modification the dent introduces to the shape of
the inlet region. The size of the dent can be compared with the physical size
of the inlet region using the characteristic inlet dimensions derived pre-
viously for lubricant starvation.
(5) The measurement of the dent profile under increasing film thickness
conditions leads to the implication that the pressure and stress concentra-
tion associated with the shoulders of the debris dent is gradually relieved as
the film thickness increases. In addition, the leading edge of the dent is re-
lieved to a greater extent than the trailing edge.
(6) The measurement of a dent profile under conditions of sliding as well
as rolling indicates the possibility of very substantial local pressure modifi-
cations due to EHD pressure generation as the dent passes through the Hert-
zian region.
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TABLE I. - BEARING MATERIAL PROPERTIES
Ball Disk
Material 52100 Steel Sapphire
Compressive strength 1.4xi09 N/m 2 2x109 N/m 2
Elasticmodulus 204x10 9 N/m 2 465xi09 N/m 2
Poisson's ratio 0.3 0.47
Hardness 65 Rc 9 Moh
Roughness 0.08 pm rms Optical polish
TABLE II.- PROPERTIES OF TEST FLUIDS
Syntheticparaffinicoil Traction fluid
(XRM109F3) (MCS 1218)
(
Viscosity 45,830 cs at 17.8 ° C 1418 cs at 37.8 ° C
493 cs at 37.8 ° C 180 cs at 58..3 ° C
42.6 cs at 98.9 ° C 18.37 cs at 98.9 ° C
Density 0.8389 g/cm 3 at 37.8 ° C 0.94 g/cm 3 at 21 ° C
0.8082 g/cm 3 at 93.3 ° C
0.7'777 g/cm 3 at 149 ° C
Pressure 1.99x10 -8 m2/N at 37.8 ° C 5.8x10 -8 m2/N at 58.3 ° C
vis. coeff. 1.55x10 -8 m2/N at 99 ° C
1.29x10 -8 m2/N at 140 ° C
Refractive index 1. 4689 1. 511
TABLE III.- VALUES OF INLET DIMENSIONS
h 0' _, h b, Sf, ,
_m deg _m pm
_ O. 14 O. 71 I. 26 90
•30 . 91 2.70 151
•78 1.25 7.02 286
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Figure1. - OpticalEHDrig.
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Figure 4. - Stylus trace across dent center.
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Figure5. - Photomicrograph ot dent _,,dry _tahc contact under low load.
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Figure 6. - Photomicro(jraphof dent in dry stahccontact under hlqh load, 37.8 N.
Pmax" 1.2x109N/m2 1115000 psi).
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Figure1. - Comparisonofdentcross-sectional
profilesfm twoloadsunderdrystatic,contact
conditionswith undeformedprofile.
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Figure8. - Photomicrographofdentin lubricatedstaticcont_t; load.31.8 N;
Pmax" I. 2xlOgN/m2.
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Figur_9. - Dentcross-sectionalpro- -_
filesfordryandlubricatedcontact
conditions;load,37.8N, Pmax"
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Figure10. - Photomicrographsofdentin threedifferentpositions:ho- 0.14tJm,Pma;_" I. 2_109N/rn2, u •
0.0134mls.
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Figure13.- DentprofileofFig.12whererollingdirectior,has
been reversed,ho • O.14 IJm, u - O.0134 mIs.
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Figure 14, - (a) and (b): Photomicrographof dent in two different I_at_uns ho - O._ pr_, Pmax" 1._,!0_
N/m2ou • 0.0432 m/s; (c) rolling direction reversed.
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Figure21. - Schematicdrawingshowingcharac-
teristicinletdimensions.
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Figure22. - Spalls(a)and(b)andpre-spallcracking(c) and(d)atsurfacedents.
(Arrowsindicatespallformationattrailingedgeofdents.)
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Figure 23. - Photomicrographof dent undercombinedrolling andslidingconditions;
ho • O.26pro.
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Figure 24. - Comparisonof undeformeddent profile
with rolling/sliding profile of Fig. 23; ho - O.26pro.
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